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Abstract—Docker, one of the most popular software containerization technologies, allows a user to deploy Docker images to create and run containers. While Docker images facilitate the deployment and in-place upgrading of an application in a production environment by replacing its container with one based on a newer image, many dependencies could change at once during such an image upgrade, which can potentially be a source of risk. In this paper, we study the official Docker images on Docker Hub and explore how packages are changing in these images. We found that the number of package changes varies across different types of applications and that often the changing packages are utility packages. Our study takes a first important look at potential risks when doing an in-place upgrade of a Docker image.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Containerization is a popular approach to deploy software systems [6]. One of the enabling technologies for containerization is Docker, an open-source framework to deploy containers in different computing environments [2]. Docker containers are composed of an image that encapsulates software code and all its required package and library dependencies [6]. As a result, deploying Docker containers into a production environment and applying in-place upgrades by replacing them with containers created from newer images is easy. However, with every upgrade of a Docker image, many packages could change at once, which could e.g., result in reduced performance or security of the application.

Several related work studied the Docker images available on Docker Hub from a security point of view [13], [16], [17]. For instance, Shu et al. [13] studied over 300,000 Docker images for the spread of vulnerabilities from one image to another image that uses it. They found that images inherit security vulnerabilities from their parent image. Similarly, Zerouali et al. [16] showed that vulnerabilities in npm packages might impact Docker images.

Besides the potential security risks in Docker images, there is another potential yet unexplored risk: the risk of changing many components of a functional system at once. The risk of package changes was studied in different environments and languages such as Node.js, and Java [8], [9], [12], [15]. These studies show that package changes can lead to broken functionality, poor performance, or security vulnerabilities in the applications that depend on the packages. As a result, although applying in-place upgrades on Docker images is easy, it can put the whole system at risk through issues that are caused by internal packages.

We study the package changes in official Docker images (images that are reviewed by the Docker team) in the Docker Hub registry. We focus on the native (operating system), Node, and Python packages and investigate which types of applications tend to have more package changes.

Our study is the first to show how frequent changes are happening in the packages used by different types of applications on Docker Hub. This important new view on the Docker ecosystem helps to raise awareness with developers of containerized software systems of the necessity of being cautious when upgrading Docker images in a production environment.

II. DOCKER AND DOCKER HUB

Docker [5] is a container virtualization technology [1] that puts together several kernel-level technologies such as LXC and Cgroups to facilitate the deployment and use of containers. Docker provides interfaces to create and deploy containers. Docker containers are lightweight, packaged applications that can run on different computing environments without modification. Docker relies on two major components: the Docker Engine, which is the virtualization technology, and Docker Hub, a service for sharing Docker images [2].

Docker containers are created from Docker images by executing the docker run command. Docker Hub is where Docker images are stored by default, which means that by default, docker pull downloads an image from Docker Hub and docker pull downloads an image from Docker Hub. To run a container, first, an image is pulled from Docker Hub by executing the docker pull command, and then by executing the docker run command, the image is used to create a container. Each image is created based on a DockerFile, a text file consisting of a series of commands to create an image. In the first line of a DockerFile, the operating system is specified, such as Ubuntu, meaning that the packages required for Ubuntu are added to the final image. Based on the application, different languages can be added to the DockerFile, such as Python and Node.js, which means that packages required for these languages will be added to the final image. In general, the used packages in an image are either packages that are native to a Linux distribution such as debian, arch, or alpine, or packages that are installed by popular package managers such as PyPy, npm, or CRAN [16].

Docker Hub [4] is Docker's default registry for finding and sharing container images. Currently, there are over 3
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2) Verified repositories are published and maintained by verified third-party publishers such as IBM or Microsoft [10]. There are 339 verified repositories on Docker Hub.

3) Official repositories are reviewed and published by a team that is sponsored by Docker Inc. Docker community members can contribute to developing the official images. Images in the official repositories exemplify DockerFile best practices and ensure that security updates are applied in a timely manner. There are 160 official repositories.

4) Certified repositories are a special type of verified repository that is built following best practices, tested and validated against the Docker Enterprise Edition platform and APIs, passed security requirements, and are collaboratively supported [10]. There exist 51 certified repositories on Docker Hub.

III. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 displays the steps of our methodology for studying package changes in official Docker Hub images. We detail each step below.

Step 1: Selecting Repositories: We selected the Docker Hub official repositories as these 160 repositories are considerably more popular than the other types of repositories. Our analysis of the repositories shows that the official repositories have a median pull count of 10 million, while the community repositories have a median pull count of 45. Likewise, the median star count is 271 for the official repositories and 0 for the community repositories. In addition, as Docker Inc. sponsors a team to verify and publish the official repositories' content, users can be more confident about the credibility of the images in the official repositories. Therefore, we focused our study on the official repositories. We excluded the Scratch and OpenSUSE repositories as they did not contain images. Hence, we study 158 repositories.

Step 2: Collecting Image Tags: We retrieved the list of available tags for each repository using the code provided by source{d} [14] with a few modifications to retrieve all available tags. We collected a list of almost 37K tags from the official repositories.

Step 3: Collecting Packages and Latest Update Dates: We downloaded the images and analyzed their packages using the code provided by source{d} [14]. We focused on the native (used by the operating system), Node (for Node.js applications), and Python packages. All studied repositories contained native packages, six contained Node packages, six contained Python packages, and two contained both Node and Python packages. In addition, we collected the latest update date for each image by executing the docker inspect command.

Step 4: Identifying Package Changes: In the last step, we study the package changes when upgrading an image. We split the images in each repository into versioning branches, as images in different branches might use different packages, and comparing them would not be insightful. Figure 2 shows an example timeline of how branches could evolve in a repository. In this example repository, there is a branch with the alpine ending, which indicates those images are using alpine, a Linux distribution. As the branches may progress independently, we should not compare images from different branches. For example, we did not compare 1.1-alpine to 1.1.1 as they are from different branches. After identifying the branches, we sorted the images in each branch based on their latest update date. However, there were cases in which several images were updated on the same day. In these cases, we manually sorted the images based on the versioning specified in the tags. As tag names do not follow any naming convention, we could not automate this process. Some repositories used the release date as their version number (e.g., 20200415), and some used semantic versioning to indicate major, minor, and patch releases (e.g., 1.13.2).

In addition, the official repositories on Docker Hub are divided into five categories: Analytics, Application Frameworks, Application Infrastructure, Application Services, Base Images, Databases, DevOps Tools, Featured Images, Messaging Services, Monitoring.
IV. RESULTS

There is a median of 8.6 upgrades per image across official Docker images. Figure 3 displays the distribution of major, minor, and patch upgrades in images of different categories. The Application Services applications have a median number of 1.4, 2.2, and 11.1 major, minor, and patch upgrades, respectively, which are the highest medians across categories. More specifically, in the Application Services category, the ZNC application has the highest number of upgrades (6.2 major upgrades, 21.9 minor upgrades, and 79.2 patch upgrades). The Analytics category has the second-highest median number of major (0.6) and patch (8.1) upgrades, and the third-highest median number of minor (1.5) upgrades. Afterward, the Programming Languages, Application Infrastructure, and Databases categories have the next highest median number of patch upgrades.

There is a median of 2.1 downgrades per image across official Docker images. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of major, minor, and patch downgrades per image across different categories. The Analytics applications with 0.4, 0.8, and 3.8 have the highest median number of major, minor, and patch downgrades. The Application Infrastructure, Application Services, and Programming Languages categories have the second-highest median number of package downgrades in major, minor, and patch changes, respectively.

Images of Analytics applications are the least stable. The official images specify a median of up to 36 third-party packages. Figure 5 shows the median number of packages per image specified in each category. As can be seen, the Operating Systems and Base Images categories have the lowest median number of packages, which is why these applications also have the lowest median number of package changes in both upgrades and downgrades. The images in the Operating Systems and Base Images applications tend not to add many additional packages and provide the base operating system in an image. Although the images in the Application Services category have one of the highest median numbers of packages changes, the median number of packages used in these applications is not the highest. In contrast, applications in the Analytics category have the highest median number of package changes and total packages used in the images. This finding suggest that images for the Analytics applications are less stable than images for other types of applications.

The packages that are changed the most often are common utility packages. There are over 9K different packages used in the official Docker images. The ones with the most changes are utility packages such as tzdata, base-files, libsystemd0, libudev1, and openssl. In many cases, when upgrading a system, we do not want to upgrade utility packages.
unless absolutely necessary, as such upgrades might cause incompatibilities. In addition, newer versions of these utility packages may contain bugs. Therefore, practitioners need to carefully check the packages which are changing in an image upgrade and consider the consequences on their system.

**Summary:** Practitioners need to be cautious when doing in-place upgrades of images from the official Docker Hub repositories as in all studied applications, many packages are changing.

### V. Related Work

**Studies on Docker Hub:** Most of the existing work on Docker Hub focuses on the security aspect of Docker images [13], [16], [17]. In addition, Ibrahim et al. [7] studied the similarity of Docker images on Docker Hub across repositories, to guide users when selecting a Docker image. Their study differs from ours as we focus on image upgrades. Zhao et al. [18] studied duplication of files in images on Docker Hub from the point of view of reducing the overall storage requirements of Docker Hub.

**Package Updates:** Prior studies on package dependencies focused on several environments (e.g., Maven) and languages (e.g., Java and Node.js). Cogo et al. [3] studied downgrades in npm. Kerzazi et al. [8] studied botched releases in an application for 1.5 years. Botched releases are releases that cause abnormal behaviors such as poor performance or crashes. Kerzazi et al. show that 22.5% of the releases are botched, which significantly affects depending systems. Raemaekers et al. [12] conducted a study on version changes of the jar files in Maven repository where about one-third of the major changes and one-third of the minor changes had at least one breaking change. Breaking changes are vital as they can have a significant impact on the client’s software system and lead to compilation errors and crashes. In a study by Mezzetti et al. [9] on Node.js libraries, they found that 5% of the packages have been affected by breaking changes due to a minor or patch update in their dependencies. Xavier et al. [15] studied breaking changes in updates of 317 Java libraries, where 14.8% of changes caused incompatibilities with previous versions.

### VI. Threats to Validity

**Internal Validity:** To sort the images in each repository, we first separated the images into possible branches. This process has been done manually as there is no concept of branch defined on Docker Hub. We did not include repositories in our study when we were not sure about the branches. Future studies should investigate automated approaches for identifying branches from version numbers. In addition, in our study we assume that the packages follow the semantic versioning principle.

**External Validity:** Future studies should investigate whether our findings hold for non-official Docker images. Also, while we found native packages in all of the images, only a few images used Node (6) and Python (6) packages. Future studies should analyze changes in Docker images for other types of packages (such as R packages).

### VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the official Docker Hub repositories and analyzed over 37K images in these repositories for their native (operating system), Node, and Python packages. Our study shows that a median of 8.6 packages are upgraded during an image update, which is high compared to a traditional update scenario in which only the target application is updated. Our study takes the first important step to studying package changes in Docker images. We encourage future studies to further investigate and quantify the risk with doing in-place image updates. To answer the question in the paper title: Should you upgrade official Docker Hub images in production environments? Probably not without thoroughly testing them first, or at least before investigating which packages are changing together with the main application.
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